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A note from coach ro...

 

It’s crazy to think that at the time of creating this eBook, we are 8 weeks into this  
pandemic with gyms shut down. By the time you read this gyms might have reopened 
again or we might all still be lifting some weird items at home and getting super creative 
with our programs.

Wherever and whatever is going on, this eBook has been created with a few objectives 
in mind:

1.  To help guide you with your training goals while training environments are varied 

2.  To help you understand how to reassess your goals now and in the future (Rona or not)

3.  To provide some perspective and strategies to help with your motivation that isn’t just   
quotes and fluff

4.  To help guide you with loading options without your usual gym set up

We are all feeling funky and all go through ups and downs from day to day, heck even 
sometimes hour to hour.

We have written this one for you.  

The gal that enjoyed the feeling of being strong.   
The gal who’s lifestyle includes training.  
The gal that wants to continue to train despite the conditions on Rona.  

In the information that follows you will find points to consider, steps to take and thoughts to 
explore.  

A point before we continue: just because someone else may be doing something, this 
doesn’t mean that you need to. 

If you want to keep training and reassessing your goals, what might feel right for you at 
this point in time will not necessarily be the same as your other strong gal. Words like 
‘goals’, ‘taking action’ and ‘motivation’ can often feel quite loaded. They can often give the 
impression that we need to really go for it and go “all in”. This is not the case.
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Goals are personal and they don’t have to be big, audacious moving mountains type stuff. 
They can be things that appear smaller and more manageable. Against other goals that 
you might set when you are really feeling motivated, you may think they are nothing and not 
worth pursuing. However your goals look, they are all powerful when they are specific to 
you, big or small.

Please remember this as you keep reading.

 Ro  x x
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Reassessing goals

We are a bunch of goal driven gals. Prior to covid many of us had goals that we were working 
towards. Lots of strength related goals given how much we love to lift.

With covid coming in and shaking it up for us, we have all had restrictions placed upon us and 
training at a gym is not an option right now. We have all made the transition home and set up 
our own little temporary gyms.

It’s been a hard month and we have all been through a multitude of different emotions. 
Routines have been rocked and everything has been turned on its head in one way or another. 
Things just feel harder!

Although we have many challenges that we are still working through, many feel like they  
now have more capacity to enter some conversations about goals and build some control  
in this area.

The word goals can often be quite loaded. It can give the feeling of going big, taking action 
and setting sights on audacious actions. Often this can stop many from taking any steps 
towards setting goals because it just feels like such a huge undertaking.

“Action is the best antidote to despair” - Joan Baez

Goal setting can be such an effective strategy if we are feeling lost and unmotivated. It can 
help us to think about solutions to our problems and give us a sense of control and hope when 
we are feeling lost.  

It can help us to see that there are options and there are ways to get to our desired outcomes 
that often feel so far away.

In pursuit of goals, we encourage our ladies to approach their goal setting with compassion. 
This means that first and foremost we must consider her own personal capacity - where she 
is and how she is currently feeling. Reassessing goals will never be effective if we don’t first 
consider underlying thoughts and feelings.  
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Stage 1: Determining your personal capacity 

Out of 100: how much battery life do you have right now?

Battery life 40-50% available 
You might be feeling like work is a heavy burden from day to day. 
You might be finding it hard to hit consistency with training. 
You might be feeling flat and super unmotivated with any fitness goal right now. 
You are chugging along with work and life commitments but everything feels hard.  

Battery life 80% available  
You have work or uni commitments sorted and feel in control. 
You have been hitting the majority of your sessions and feel like you have transitioned  
to at home arrangements well. 
You are missing the gym but you don’t want to completely let go of your efforts thus far. 
You feel like you are in a good spot to tackle some conversations around your health  
and fitness goals. 

The amount of battery life you have available is not going to be a black and white answer.   
It is a personal perspective that we must approach with compassion and honesty.   
If we begin to reassess goals and our available battery life is low, we may set goals that are  
not quite right for us at this point in time. We can undertake a route that may be too audacious  
and run ourselves into negative energy.

Just remember that your personal capacity will change. Just because you may feel like you 
have less available right now, this can change. You can always reassess goals again and  
make changes.
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Stage 2: Park it or Pivot 

Having considered our own personal capacity, we are now in a better position to decide 
if we park it or pivot.

Park it: “I don’t have the space to pursue my goals right now.”

To park your goals means to leave them for now.  

You may not feel like you have the capacity physically or mentally to make pivots with your 
goals. Instead you feel it’s best to fully park them and take an alternative route.

Alternative routes might look like:

1. Take all performance targets off and move purely for the love of it

2. Increase your walks because they feel best for you

3. Take a full rest week 

4. Release all personal expectations on strength and focus on regular movement 

5. Reduce overall weekly training

6. Include alternative movement options like yoga

There are no right or wrong alternatives. Just remember, you can park now and pivot later.  
Once you decide, that doesn’t have to be the final answer. 

Pivot: “I still want to pursue my goals. Please help to show me what pivots I can make to 
support my long term goals”.

To pivot means to recognise that we need to make some changes but our long term goals 
remain the same.

Pivots will look different for everyone. First up we must consider factors that may have changed 
before making a pivot.  
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Things that may have changed:

1. No barbell available at home

2. Work commitments increased since covid

3. Less equipment available

4. Sitting more

5. Motivation is feeling reduced

Let’s also consider what things haven’t changed:

1. My long term goals are still important to me 

2. I can still move 

3. I still have time to invest in my health and fitness

The considerations above will help us to determine appropriate pivot options.
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Stage 3: Things that we can and can’t pursue

There are some clear goals that we can’t pursue right now.

1. For most of us, our top range of strength can’t be trained right now given equipment limitations.  

2. This also means that we won’t be chasing PB’s down at this stage.

3. Even if we do have equipment available, top range strength pursuits require a level of mental   
strength that many of us don’t have available given work commitments, family commitments  
and simply can’t be bothered even trying without the gals around us. 

4. Squat bench deadlift skill set practice. With many of us not having access to a barbell,  
the practice of technical refinement in the three big lifts are off the cards.

The things that we do have the availability to pursue right now can include:

1. Muscle maintenance

2. Body composition changes

3. Muscle growth in areas of weakness 

4. Increase in conditioning 

5. Cardiovascular health 

6. Foundational movement patterns; hinge, 
brace, reach, stack, retract

7.  Moving in different planes to address   
instabilities 

8. Increasing stability in movements 

9. Increasing intent in movements

10. Body fat reduction

11. Nutrition adherence

12. Improved recovery practices

13. Improved release and activation work 
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There are so many things that are still on the table! When the biggest things we love have been 
removed or changed, it can be hard to see alternatives.

Just because heavy squat bench & deadlift reps are removed, doesn’t mean that all goals are off. 
We just need to know the alternatives so that we can see what else is available. 

Strength is more than just PB’s

When it comes to pursuing PB’s we can get stuck in one box thinking that it’s all about volume and 
numbers on the barbell. Yes these things are significantly important, but what is also important is 
the things we often call #boringmatters.  

#boringmatters describes the not so exciting or enticing stuff. 

Heavy lifting is far more than just lifting heavy. 

Things to consider:

1. PB’s are created from intention with movement

2. Adequate muscle to support and produce force 

3. Adequate muscle to support and withstand a load 

4. Overall conditioning to be able to handle more volume

5. Overall conditioning to be able to recover optimally from sessions

6. Build out those smaller muscle groups that play such a big part in squat bench deadlift 

7. Care with trigger release and activation work 

The secret sauce in building strength lies in lots of the little things - done over and over again  
with precision. 
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We have now considered the following:

1. Your personal capacity: battery life available 

2. Looked at what parking it looks like 

3. Looked at what a pivot is 

4. Considered what has changed

5. Considered what hasn’t changed 

6. Talked about what we can and cannot 
pursue

With the above information discovered, we now have the ability to seek some pivot options. 

Stage 4: Decide on your pivot 

With the information about, now it is time to make a decision.

If you have decided to pivot, what is grabbing your interest right now?

With the examples given above, decide if one or more of those fit well for you and your goals.   
If not, brainstorm some more options.

From here we can start looking at specifics.

What will we look to achieve?

Do I want to employ some tracking measures here?

What actions can I take that will bring me closer to this goal this month? 
 
Decide on the actions you will take and let’s get to work!
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Staying Motivated

Let’s be real from the get go here, this Rona life is weird and feels odd.

Every day feels a bit different. One day you can be like “cool cool I got this” the next day it’s  
a struggle to want to do anything.  

For all of us, something has changed. Some more than others, but that doesn’t mitigate  
any changes that you may be facing and any feelings that you may be having about it. 

With so many changes during this time and all of us spending so much time at home, it’s no 
surprise that our motivation may be taking a deep dive. 

We know that motivation is an emotion. It can come and go. It is not a constant state. We know 
that when we are feeling motivated it can be easier to do lots of things. Whether it be to train or 
eat in a way that nourishes our body, when we feel motivated it feels much easier to obtain these 
goals. On the flipside, when we feel unmotivated, it can feel like a swim upstream. Things like 
consistency in training can be hard, preparing lunch the night before can feel like a chore and 
you wonder how you usually made it happen.

When we are in this state of feeling unmotivated, we want to change it and we search for ways  
to turn it around. 

During this time there are some key things that we believe can help you gain motivation or stay 
motivated. Next you will find some real considerations that many of our ladies are currently using. 
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1.  What motivated you prior to covid?

Look to incorporate this now! Sometimes it’s hard to remember what it was like prior to Rona, but 
this is where some clues lie. Look at the things that gave you motivation prior and look to include 
them now or make adjustments in line with your current environment. 

Results motivated me

How can you pivot your goals now, to give you wins and things to strive to achieve? What goals can 
you genuinely chase that allow you the opportunity to gain results?

Seeing how hard I could push motivated me

How can you challenge yourself now? What alterations can you make with programming that really 
challenge you? What exercises can you incorporate that are going to require you to dig deep?

2.  What did you enjoy about training prior to covid?

Do this too!

Was it the banter with your training buddies that made your sessions fun? Organise a time to train 
together. Do a conditioning session together and see who can take out bragging rights!

Was it your gym environment that you enjoyed? The music, the vibe, experience as a whole. Do 
what you can to bring some of those into your sessions at home.  

*If it’s a gym like us here at BBB, let’s be real you won’t be able to replicate that at home but you 
can pump the same filthy playlist and create some vibes at home.

Did you enjoy the week to week focus on progressing your efforts? Set some training expectations 
for yourself or with your Coach. You may not be able load a barbell right now, but you can look to 
add another set in each session, or get steadier in your Bulgarian split squats or work through each 
set with unbroken reps. 
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1. Create space before you train

With us at home for so many things right 
now, we can find ourselves working 
longer, right to the last minute before one 
commitment finishes and another one starts. 
Create some space between finishing work 
or whatever task you were doing, in order to 
mentally get prepared for your session. Do 
your mobility work outside, walk 10 minutes 
around the block to close that block of your 
day, let those who need to know that you are 
offline and getting ready to train. Leave your 
work emails, turn off notifications and let’s 
set the scene. 

2. Separate your sleep space from your training space

Keep your sleep space sacred and set yourself up somewhere else. If you are finding yourself 
spending a lot of time in one space, working, lounging and training, do what you can to find some 
separation between spaces to release some stagnation. 

3. Set yourself some goals that are achievable for you 

Forward movement can feel so powerful and combat many bouts of motivation. When we have  
a plan, when we have something to work towards, this can help us feel in control.  

4. Set a routine 

Build some routine into your life. The word routine and the task of setting a routine can often 
influence many to go from 0-100, from no set structure to overdoing it. Start small and build from 
there. You could first start with setting a routine around the bare minimum you want to achieve.  
This week I am going to commit to 2x sessions and build to 3x sessions after that. The week after 
that I am going to get specific with days of training. The week after I am going to include a 15 
minute walk in the morning. The week after that I am going to set some routine around my bed 
time. Small steps daily build big wins over time.
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Progressing Movement

I don’t have a gym, I don’t have a barbell, I don’t have plates. How can I continue to progress my 
goals when I can’t make things heavier?!

We have taken for granted how easy it was to train before. We had plates when we needed to 
make things heavier, we had an easy selection of exercises at our disposal with machines and  
gear at the ready.

For most of us, all of the above has been taken. We may now find ourselves at home with a few 
bits of equipment wondering how the heck we are really going to progress movements over the 
course of Rona. 

So how can we actually progress movements during this time?

We know that there are a number goals stated above that are completely off the cards right now.  
We also know that there are a number of things that we can pursue right now. 

Strength chasing is a dead end game right now, plugging muscular short falls is where many of 
us are sending our efforts. This may be because we don’t have the gear accessible to do so or 
because we don’t have the capacity mentally to continue to train this way. Whatever the reason 
might be, this is ok and we encourage our girls to consider as above what might be the best use  
of her time and energy. 

A lot of us can’t chase end range strength but we can look to build muscle.
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Muscle is great for overall health 
Muscle has the ability to produce force in order to push a weight 
Muscle can keep us living pain free 
Muscle can help us to achieve the level of straight thicc we desire 
Muscle can influence fat reduction

Muscular hypertrophy in simple terms = muscle growth

The cool thing about muscle growth is 
that it actually doesn’t discriminate against 
how much weight is being lifted. On the 
contrary to strength building and PB 
chasing (where the numbers matter for 
the desired result), sets, reps and volume 
matter a lot.

What matters in hypertrophy is our ability 
to literally “push hard” and get into a state 
where we are moving close to failure in 
order to reach enough of a stimulus for 
muscle growth. This mechanical load can 
be applied to the muscle by incorporating 
load, sets, reps and tempo work. Studies 

have shown that working towards 1-3 reps left of true failure with a lower load can very much 
give the same hypertrophic effects compared to a heavy load. Muscle growth is all about the 
work in the sets and how close to failure you can often push. 

This doesn’t mean you need to go to complete failure every single time. Muscle growth has 
been shown to be much like a bell curve. Too much demand (too hard) is not favourable. Not 
enough demand (not hard enough) is not favourable. In the middle, just right!

What does in the “middle of the curve” look and feel like in order to grow muscle?

Learning to train to a level of “hard” is a skill set. A lifter that has trained for 10 years and really 
played around with difficult sets will be able to get closer to her training limits. She will have 
more experience pushing hard to get to 2-3 reps left in the tank compared to someone who’s 
training age is not as high and hasn’t worked at the capacity before. 
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With all this being said; you will notice and feel that your sessions can feel easier or harder 
depending on how “hard” you train. 

When we first transition into our at home training programs, the focus should include 
controlled execution, feeling our new surroundings and not moving into a training program 
that is too far detached from what we have been doing. Depending on what your training 
entailed prior to Rona, you may need a longer transition block before you head into a full 
blown muscle building block full of lots of reps and sets and high volume work.  

Progressing movement doesn’t just mean adding weight to the bar.  

Progressing training in the gym was a no brainer.  

We could progress training in the following way:

1. Look to increase the load on the bar 

2. Look to lift the same weight more efficiently

3. Look to progress movement patterns

4. Incorporate different movements that may be harder 

It can feel harder to think how we can progress our training at home….  
But it can totally be done with the same principles!

Using the same 4 things above, how can we do this at home? 
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1. We may not be able to increase the load on the bar by simply loading a heavier weight…

We can add more weight onto a movement by…

Add a pause to the bottom of the movement - which can progress into adding a pause plus  
a weighted object.

We can add a tempo to the movement - which can progress into adding a tempo plus  
a weighted object.

Simply pick something heavier.

Add a band/s.

2. We can still lift the same weight more efficiently… this hasn’t changed

You may be unsteady in the bottom of your squat… You can look to hold more tension and hit  
the hole with more precision. 

You may find that your lunges are shaky and unsteady... You can look to focus on pulling  
yourself into this movement, slowing it down and working on performing this movement with  
more controlled precision.

The heavy thing that you have been pressing above your head that often hasn’t been to full range 
above the crown of your head… You can look to keep the same weight and focus on really pushing 
to the ceiling and hitting that extra range. 

3. You can still look to progress movement patterns

You are unable to hip hinge without losing your balance and bending forward as a consequence… 
You can focus on progressing this movement by increasing a tempo on your Romanian deadlift to 
cement this movement pattern.

You have been squatting above parallel unable to get full depth… You can still look to progress this 
movement by addressing your hip mobility, your glute strength or whatever may be preventing you 
from getting there.

Your pushups on your knees are now easy… You can now work on hitting it on your toes.
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4. You can still incorporate different movements that may be harder 

You are so stable in your lunges now… You can look to load your lunges and choose harder 
variations. 

Your single leg work is looking so great… You can now tackle those bulgarian split squats there felt 
impossible 6 months ago.

Your full range body weight squats are moving beautifully… You can now add some partial pulses 
in there with a weight.

There are a heap of options that we can continue to incorporate! Our environments may have 
changed but the training principles remain the same.

Bringing it all together

There are definitely some things that are off the cards right now but just remember that there are 
plenty of pivots that can be made to build the bigger picture. 

Wherever you choose to go with your training, whatever targets and goals you choose to set right 
now, work with what you got!

We are all living an experience that is confusing and confronting. 

Just remember, you are stronger than you think x


